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INTRODUCTION
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One of the most basic laws of building a sukkah
is that the ..................................................
of a sukkah have to be in place before the
...............................................is placed on.
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Moshe uses canvas for his sukkah
and when a normal wind blows
the walls sway a lot. Is his sukkah kosher? If not, what can he
do to ﬁx it?
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Yitzy’s sukkah walls do not usually sway, but today
there was a big storm and they were moving a lot.
Is his sukkah kosher? If not, what can he do to ﬁx it?
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If the walls of the sukkah do not reach up to the schach as in this picture,
is the sukkah kosher?
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Minimally, how high does the wall
have to be?
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Chaim has a beautiful mirpeset
or terrace outside his apartment
and he wants to use it for his
sukkah. The railing is made out
of metal, 40 inches tall with bars
every 6 inches. Will the railing
be a kosher wall? If not, what
can he do to ﬁx it?
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Fill in the minimum or smallest size
the width and length can be:
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A sukkah this size enables what to ﬁt in it?

LAWS OF SCHACH

1

2
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Which part of the sukkah
provides protection?

What is the reason that glass, which comes from sand, is not kosher for schach?

LAWS OF SCHACH

Is this Sukkah kosher?
Explain your answer.
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4
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Can a wood door be used for schach?
Explain your answer.

What is the reason that a bamboo mat needs to have proper
kosher certiﬁcation in order to be used as schach?
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LAWS OF SCHACH
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When placing the schach on your sukkah, what
should you have in mind?

Your sukkah has to have more ________________________
than ________________________ in order to be kosher.
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The stars should be seen through how much of the schach?

LAWS OF SCHACH
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Yaakov was afraid that it might rain on Sukkot so he piled on the schach
so thick that rain wouldn’t be able to come through.
Is his sukkah kosher?
If not, what can he do to ﬁx it?

SUKKAH SUPPORTS
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Why are you are not allowed to attach your schach
tightly to the sukkah with nails or ties?

If you leave your schach loose
in some places then it will
be kosher because it is not
considered...
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SUKKAH SUPPORTS

3 What is the reason you cannot be maamid, or support schach with materials that
cannot be used for schach?
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5
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What is the halacha if you are eating in
someone else’s sukkah and you notice that
the schach is sitting directly on a metal beam
or pole?

What is the reason that you are allowed to use nails in the beams that
support the schach?

SUKKAH SUPPORTS
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What is the area of the arrow called?
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How far away can the schach be from the
side wall and still be a kosher wall?
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Why is this man not fulﬁlling his obligation
of sitting in the sukkah?
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DECORATING SUKKAH
1

2
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What do a beautiful etrog, a quality mezuzah parchment, silver candlesticks
and a sukkah decorations have in common?

What is the reason that one may sit under a sukkah decoration that is
three handbreadths away from the schach but one may not can sit under
one that is ﬁve handbreadths away from the schach?

DECORATING SUKKAH
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During the week of Sukkot we have a mitzvah to live in our sukkah as we
live in our house. List 5 ways you can make your sukkah easier to live in:

1
2
3
4
5
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Match the Yom Tov to its relationship to Hashem:

PESACH

YICHUD ROOM,
the bride & groom together

SHAVUOT

ENGAGEMENT

SUKKOT

WEDDING
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Notes
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